On the nature and origin of biological information: The curious case of RNA.
Biological information is most commonly thought of in terms of biology's Central Dogma where DNA is viewed as a linearized code used to synthesize proteins. Using DNA's chemical cousin, RNA, as a case study we consider how biological information operates outside the linear arrangement of its polymeric subunits. Much like individual pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, particular structures enable biomolecules to undergo precise molecular interactions with one another based on their respective shapes. By exploring the relationship between sequence and structure in RNA we argue that biological information finds its ultimate functional fulfillment in the three-dimensional structural arrangement of its atoms. We show how recurrent structural RNA motifs-operating at the tertiary level of a molecule-provide robust building blocks for the formation of new structural configurations and thereby convey the information required for emergent biological functions. We posit that these same RNA structures, guided by their respective thermodynamic stabilities, experience selective pressure to maintain particular three-dimensional architectures over and above pressures to maintain a particular sequence of nucleotides. Ultimately, this framework for understanding the nature of biological information provides a useful paradigm for understanding its origins and how biological information can result from chaotic prebiotic conditions.